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The basic programmable robotic kit for everyone

Step by step from starting to the intelligent robot with sensors.

Enjoyable programmable robotic kit that 
includes building parts, microcontroller, 
sensors and an easy to use programming 
software that uses graphical based iconic 
logo language.

Enjoyable programmable robotic kit that Enjoyable programmable robotic kit that 
includes building parts, microcontroller, includes building parts, microcontroller, 
sensors and an easy to use programming sensors and an easy to use programming 
software that uses graphical based iconicsoftware that uses graphical based iconic

Enjoyable programmable robotic kit that Enjoyable programmable robotic kit that 
includes building parts, microcontroller, includes building parts, microcontroller, 
sensors and an easy to use programming sensors and an easy to use programming 
software that uses graphical based iconicsoftware that uses graphical based iconic

Refl ect sensor Light sensor Switch sensor LED Light
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System requirements

Hardware

Software

UCON-200 cable 

JST3AA-8 cable 

 You will need either a PC or laptop computer to
run the Robo-CIRCLE software. Getting started with
Robo-CIRCLE is easiest if your PC or laptop has the
following features:
 • Harddisk space 15MB
 • 800 x 600 Resolution Color Monitor. 1024 x 768
recommended.
 • A  USB port (requires the USB to serial port
converter cable : UCON-200 cable included)
 • A CD-ROM drive, World Wide Web access, or both.

 • Install Windows ME or newer operating system.
Windows XP Service-pack2 is highly recommended. 
Window Vista and Windows 7 is also supported.

3-wire cable for interfacing the sensor and application module

connect to USB port

connect to i-BOX3S

+5V

Cable information :

Ground Signal wire 8-inch

USB port

UCON-200 cable
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Getting started with the

connect with ZX-LED 
or Relay driver circuits

connect with Infrared 
ref ectors, Light sensors

connect with Switch/
Touch sensors

The brain of Robot, 
contains Logo inter-
preter f rmware

Stop program

Forward

Simple DC motors  DC motor gearboxes

Turn ON or OFF the supply 
voltage to all circuit

 i-BOX supports 
Alcaline batteries

and Rechargeable
batteries. Use 4 of

“AA”(not included).

Backward

Run program

Dig

Sound output

ital output

Analog input

Digital input

Microcontroller RUN/STOP switch

First step with
(1) Flip the i-BOX upside down and open the battery 
cover to place 4 “AA” batteries into the battery holder. 
Please ensure that the polarity of the placement of your 
batteries are correct in order for the i-BOX to function.

(2) Turn on POWER switch. The Red LED light will blink 
a few times followed by a Beeping sound from its 
speaker

Motor direction indicator

Motor output

POWER switch

AA size Battery

Install batteries

[1] Turn on
[2] LED on

[3] Beep!
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USB driver  installation

You will first need to install the driver  of UCON-200 cable before using.
(1) Insert the Robo-CIRCLE CD or UCON-200 CD into the CD-ROM drive.
(2) Plug the UCON-200 cable to USB port. The computer will detect a new 
device and prompt about the new driver require by Windows Update. 
Click at No, not this time following the Next button.  
(3) Choose the driver location. Click on Install from the list or specific location 
(Advanced) and Next button.

(4) Choose the folder that contains the driver in CD-ROM (USB_Drivers). Click on 
the Next button. Wait a moment. Installation will be start. 
(5) Next, system will detect the new USB devic; USB serial port and prompt about 
the driver. Do the same method of (1) and (2) step. 
(6) Choose the driver location by clicking Install the software automatically. 
Click the Next button.
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How does the i-BOX interface with 
my computer

USB driver  installation -2

(7) Wait a moment. The system will install the suitable drivers. Click on the Finish button.  

(8) The Virtual COM port or USB Serial port is installed. Check the COM port 
address by using the Control panel > System > Hardware > Device Manager. 
See the Port  listing and record the USB serial port address to use for interfacing 
with the target microcontroller board.
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Software installation

(1) Insert Robo-CIRCLE CD-ROM into your drive. Double-click on i-BOX III V133 
setup.exe. You will see the Installation Welcome page. Click on the “NEXT” 
button to Continue installation. 

(2) If do not need to change any specifications, click on the “NEXT” button 
continue.

(3) Installation is started. i-BOX Utility window is appeared. You can use it for search-
ing the available COM port for interfacing with i-BOX controller board automatically. 

(4) Run the program by clicking on the Start > Programs > i-BOX Application > 
LogoBlocks or Criket Logo. 



How to choose the COM/USB Serial port  

Search and choose by i-BOX Launch Center software

(1) Connect the UCON-200 cable between i-BOX and the computer’s USB port.
(2) Run the i-BOX Launch Center by clicking on the Start > i-BOX Application > i-BOX Launch Center. 
(3) The i-BOX Launch Center will search the USB serial port (COM) available of your computer 
and connect with the i-BOX automatically.
(4) Click on the LogoBlock or the CricketLogo icon to start the software.

Notebook computer

Desktop computer

USB<>COM port

UCON-232S
CX-4 cable

CX-4 cable

UCON-200 cable

connect to USB port

interfacing

7
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Check and choose with your own
(1) Click the right button mouse on My Computer icon to choose Properties. The System  
Properties window is appeared. Select Hardware > Device Manager. Choose Ports listing 
(COM & LPT). Observe the number of USB Serial port (COMx). Remember the COM port 
number to set in the software later.

(2) For the LogoBlocks software, select menu Edit  > Preference . Choose the COM port  
interfaced from step (1) and click on the OK button. For Cricket Logo, you can set the COM 
port interfaced at the Serial port combo box on the main screen.

If you cannot found the USB serial port (COM port number more than COM3) in 
Preference setting of LogoBlocks and Do not see the correct COM port at Serial
port combo box of Cricket Logo main screen, you must do following these steps :

(1)  Save the current LogoBlocks file or Cricket Logo file. 

(2) Close the software.

(3) Check the UCON-200 cable connection with USB port and check the USB serial
port that created by UCON-200 driver. You may re-connect the UCON-200 cable
again. Remember the correct COM port.

(4) Open the LogoBlocks or Cricket Logo again. Check the COM port interfaced. 
If all are corect, you will found the correct COM port.

Choosing COM port 
of LogoBlocks

Choosing COM port 
of CricketLogo

How to choose the COM/USB Serial port  
interfacing - 2

Troubleshooting
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How to develop Robo-CIRCLE  
programming

Connect the download cable 
to i-BOX3S controller.

Robo-CIRCLE development is divided into 3 parts.
Part-1 : Prepare and construct the Robot from 
chassis, motors, wheels and other mechanical
parts 

Part-2 : Learn about i-BOX3S controller board
and Sensors

Part-3 : Controlled program 

Constructs the robot

Cricket Logo

Logo Blocks

Edit code.

Connect the download cable to USB port.

Robot programming procedures

Construct the robot 
and attach sensors

Connect the cable between 
robot and computer

Create code with 
LogoBlocks or CricketLogo

Download the code

Test code

Does the code run correctly 
?

Correct

 Incorrect

Edit the code

Ending
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Command block 
summary of LogoBlocks

LogoBlocks is a unique software that lets you create iconic programs to control the 
i-BOX III controller. To create programs, you just drag blocks form the palette (on the 
bottom left of the screen) and snap them together on the canvas (on the right side 
of the screen). The buttons on the bottom left let you switch between palettes, each 
containing a different set of commands.

Motor control, Sound 
and Timer command Condition and loops command

Procedure functions command

Sensor functions command

Drive motor Interrupt

Stop interrupt

Repeat loop

Loop operation

Wait condition

Check conditions

Check additional conditions

Stop program operation

Digital input block
Sensor block
Serial data checking
Serial data buffer
Serial data monitor

Delete data block

Record value to memory

Clear Data Pointer
Recall data from memory
Set data pointer

Stop motor

Brake motor

Forward direction

Backward direction

Reverse direction

Set power to motor

Set time of motor control

Send HIGH logic

Send LOW logic

Beep generation

Musical generation

Set delay time

Reset timer value

Read timer value
nop : No operation

Set of rules block

Procedure icon

Beep
Start sub procedure
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Command block 
summary of LogoBlocks

Number functions and arithmetic command

Declare variable

NOT : logical block operation

Adding 

Subtraction

Multiplying

Divided

Modulus

Set number
Random numerical

Numerical comparison (Less than statement)

Numerical comparison (Equal statement)

Numerical comparison (More than statement)

AND : logical block operation

OR : logical block operation

XOR : logical block operation
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ZX-LED : The LED output board 
introduction

How it work ?

Interfacing with i-BOX III

The ZX-LED is digital output device module. The LED will lit when get the logic “1” 

A light emitting diode (LED) emits light when current passes through it. The color of the LED usually just tells you what 
color it will glow when current passes through it. The important markings on an LED are contained in its shape.
Since an LED is a one-way current valve, you have to make sure to connect it the right way, or it won’t work as intended.
LED has 2 terminals. One is called the anode, and the other is called the cathode. On the schematic symbol, the cath-
ode is the line across the point of the triangle and part drawing. For the part drawing, note that the LED’s leads are 
different lengths. The longer lead is connected to the LED’s anode, and the shorter lead is connected to its cathode.
ZX-LED includes a transistor to drive current for supporting the low source current output port of microcontroller.  
It ensures the LED on when the logic “1” applied to input.

ZX-LED is an output device. This must be connected to 
P0 and P1; the digital output port of i-BOX III controller  
following the figure on left. There is a 4 command block 
for controlling the ZX-LED

Set P0 as logic “1” (+5V)

Signal connector

Transistor current 
amplifier for driving LED

ZX-LED schematic diagram

8mm. LED

Set P1 as logic “1” (+5V)

Set P0 as logic “0” (0V)

Set P1 as logic “0” (0V)
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Fun with LED

Connection diagram

Program development procedure with Cricket Logo

Dual LED blinking Cricket Logo example code 
(LED.lgo)

(1) Connect the i-BOX III controller to the computer.
(2) Open the Cricket Logo software.
(3) Type in LED.log listing into the Cricket Logo editor.
(4) Type in start on into the Run this box.
(5) Turn-on power of i-BOX III.
(6) Download the code into the i-BOX III by clicking on the DOWNLOAD button.
(7) Press RUN button on the i-BOX III controller. The RUN green LED is on and ZX-LED on P0 and P1 ports are blinked.

Computer has only USB port

Notebook computer

Desktop computer

CX-4 cable

CX-4 cable

USB interface

Serial (COM) port interface
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Fun with LED

Program development procedure with LogoBlocks
(1) Connect i-BOX III controller to the computer.
(2) Open the LogoBlocks software.
(3) Drag and drop the command blocks as follows.

(3.1) Choose 
Control group

(3.8) Select blocks.

(3.9) Copy the 
selected blocks.

(3.10) Paste the 
copied blocks.

(3.11) Change 
some value.

The finish block codes are shown in the 
LED.blk block code file.

(3.2) Drag 
loop block

(3.3) Choose 
Action group

(3.6) Drag wait block 
to connect the latest 
block code

(3.7) Double-click 
to change value 
to 50.

(3.4) Drag high 
and low block

(3.5) Double-click 
to change value

(4) Turn-on the power of the i-BOX III.

(5) Download the code into the i-BOX III by clicking on the 
DOWNLOAD button. Wait for the downloading complete. 
Observe the DOWNLOAD button released.

(6) Press the RUN button on the i-BOX III controller. The RUN 
green LED is on and ZX-LED on P0 and P1 ports are blinked.

Dual LED blinking LogoBlocks example code 
(LED.blk)
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Introduction to Switch /Touch sensor

Basic  operation of Switch

Switch operation

The Touch / Switch Sensor module consist of 3 main components, the Wire input, LED Indication light
and the Switch. It will be able to give 2 status as a Press and Release state switch.

Switch/Touch sensor give 2 results as follows :

Result is logic “1” when switch is not pressed 
or released. Condition is FALSE.

Result is logic “0” when switch is pressed. 
Condition is TRUE.

Switch

LED indicator
Signal connector

Not press or release; 
condition is FALSE.

Press; condition is TRUE.

Switch/Touch sensor 
basic components

Switch/Touch sensor 
schematic diagram

Release/Not press Press
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Play with Switch sensor

The Touch / Switch Sensor module acts as a digital sensor. Connect the sensors to IN0 to IN3 respectively.

Testing
(1) Connect the Switch sensor to Ithe N3 of the i-BOX III 
controller
(2) Create the code Switch.lgo in Cricket Logo or 
Switch.lbk in LogoBlocks
(3) Download the code to i-BOX III controller
(4) Press RUN switch. Press the Switch sensor and observe 
the operation of Motor indicators. LED of motor indicators 
are on when switch is pressed and off when released.

Switch testing Cricket Logo example code 
(Switch.lgo)

Switch testing LogoBlocks example code (Switch.lbk)

IN0 to IN3 connectors

(1) Choose Control group.

(2) Drag loop block.

(3) Drag if-then-else block.

(4) Choose Sensor group.

(8) Choose Action group.

(9) Drag on and off block.

(5) Drag in block. 

(6) Double-click 
on the in block.

(7) Change port 
to in3.
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Swith control LED activity

This example shows how to create the code to control LED at output port of i-BOX III controller. Switch 
sensor at IN1 controls ZX-LED on P0 port. Other switch sensor is connected to IN3 of controller board and 
controls ZX-LED at P0 port. 

Switch controls LED Cricket Logo example code 
(LEDSwitch.lgo)

Switch testing LogoBlocks example code 
(LEDSwitch.lbk)

Code operation

p0 p1 are created
from global variable

This example code uses p0 and p1 variable for keeping the status of LED. If the switch at IN1 is pressed 
and released, invert the current logic  of P0 port from “1” to “0” or from “0” to “1” . Also switch at IN3 
controls the logic at P1 port.
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Building Robo-CIRCLE

Part list

i-BOX3.0 controller

2 of 120:1 DC motor 
Gearboxes with mounting

Circle chasis

4 of 3x8mm. 
flat-head screws 

2 of 2mm. 
self-tapping screws

Box holder Wheels and Tires 2 of 33mm. metal spacer

Construction
(1) Attach 2 of DC motor gearboxes with the Box holder by 3x8mm. flat-head screws at the position  
following the picture below.

3x8mm. 
flat-head screws

3x8mm. 
flat-head screws
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(2) Attach 2 of 33mm. metal spacers on the Box holder by 3x8mm. flat-head screws at the position  
following the picture below.

(3) Fix on the 2 wheels with rubber tires and attach them to the DCGearbox with the 2 of 2mm.  
self-tapping screws provided in the kit.

Building Robo-CIRCLE

33mm. metal spacer

33mm. metal spacer

2mm. self-tapping screws
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Building Robo-CIRCLE

(4) Attach the motor construction from step (3) with the Circle chasis at the position following the picture 
below. 
Tighten with 3x6mm. screws at 33mm. metal spacer position.

(5) Place i-BOX into the holder. Connect Motor A cable to the Blackconnector of ch-A and Motor B  
to the white connector of ch-B.

* specific position of screw is hole of metal spacer

Your Robot is ready to GO!

Motor A is motor that is on Sensor connector side.
Motor B is motor that is on Motor connector side.

Screw position 

Screw position 

Motor A

Motor B
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DC motor Gearbox operation

Robo-CIRCLE is moved by the 2 of DC motor gearboxes. This topic explains about the DC motor 
gearbox operation. Gears are used in tons of mechanical devices. They do several important jobs, 
but most important, they provide a gear reduction in motorized equipment. This is key because, often, 
a small motor spinning very fast can provide enough power for a device, but not enough torque. For 
instance, an electric screwdriver has a very large gear reduction because it needs lots of torque to turn 
screws, but the motor only produces a small amount of torque at a high speed. With a gear reduction, 
the output speed can be reduced while the torque is increased.

Understanding the concept of the gear ratio is easy if you understand the concept of the 
circumference of a circle. Keep in mind that the circumference of a circle is equal to the diameter 
of the circle multiplied by Pi (Pi is equal to 3.14159...). Therefore, if you have a circle or a gear with a 
diameter of 1 inch, the circumference of that circle is 3.14159 inches. Most gears that you see in real life 
have teeth. 
The fi rst driving gear of the gearbox system is a gear that attached with motor’s shaft. The next gear 
is attached cause to change the speed and torque of system. It is called driven gear. If driven gear is 
bigger than the driving gear; the torque increase but speed decrease. In the other hand, the driven 
gear is smaller. The torque decrease and speed increase. The example simple gear system is shown in 
the fi gure below. The fi rst gear is 9-teeth. Second gear is 36-teeth. The gearbox ratio of this system is 4:1 
from the formula  :
Teeth of the driven gear/Teeth of the driving gear

For the large gear ratio such as 64:1, we require more gears to make the system. Gears are often 
connected together in gear trains. 
 The fi gure below shows the example of 64:1 ratio gear system. 
Each part in the train is actually made in two parts,  a small gear and a larger gear are connected to-
gether, one on top of the other. Gear trains often consist of multiple gears in the train. For this example 
the gear ratio can calculate as follows :

Gear ratio of 3rd part x Gear ratio of 2nd part x Gear ratio of 1st part
36/9 x 36/9 x 36/9 = 64 : 1

Gear ratio

9-teeth driving gear

Driving gear (1) 9-teeth

Driven gear (1) 36-teeth

Driving gear (2) 9-teeth Driving gear (3) 9-teeth

Driven gear (2) 36-teeth Driven gear (3) 36-teeth

36-teeth driven gear
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DC motor Gearbox operation

The Robo-CIRCLE gearbox ratio is 120:1. The inside gear system is shown in the picture below.

Robo-CIRCLE gearbox includes 5 of gears and 4 parts following the fi gure below. First driving gear is 
8-teeth gear. The gear ratio of this system is :

Gear ratio part 4 x Gear ratio part 3 x Gear ratio part 2 x Gear ratio part 1

X X X
Driven gear (4) 28-teeth    Driven gear (3) 36-teeth    Driven gear (2) 36-teeth    Driven gear (1) 36-teeth

= 118.59 : 1. It is 120:1 approximation.

Driving gear (4) 17-teeth   Driving gear (3) 9-teeth     Driving gear (2) 9-teeth     Driving gear (1) 8-teeth

Calculation :

Driving gear (1) 8-teeth

Driven gear (1) 36-teeth Driven gear (3) 36-teeth

Driven gear (2) 36-teeth Driven gear (4) 28-teeth

Driving gear (3) 9-teeth

Driving gear (2) 9-teeth Driving gear (4) 17-teeth
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Robo-CIRCLE movement (1)

Moves forward and backward

Program development steps with 
Cricket Logo

Robo-CIRCLE robot is moved by 2 of DC motor 
gearboxes. Must drive both motors following the 
table below :

(1) Connect i-BOX III controller to the computer.
(2) Open the Cricket Logo software.
(3) Type in SimpleMove.lgo listing into the Cricket 
Logo editor.
(4) Type in start on into the Run this box.
(5) Turn-on power of i-BOX III.
(6) Download the code into the i-BOX III by 
clicking on the DOWNLOAD button.
(7) Press RUN button on the i-BOX III controller. 

Note :
CCW = Clock clockwise
CW    = Clockwise

The RUN green LED is on. Robot move forward 2 
seconds following move backward 2 seconds and 
back to move forward again continue.  

Direction Motor A Motor B
Forward CCW CW
Backward CW CCW
Turn Left Stop CW
Turn Right CCW Stop
Rotate Left CCW CCW
Rotate Right CW CW

Simple movement Cricket Logo example code 
(SimpleMove.lgo)
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Robo-CIRCLE movement (2)

Program development steps with LogoBlocks
(1) Connect i-BOX III controller to the computer.
(2) Open the LogoBlocks software.
(3) Drag and drop the command blocks. Start 
with choose Action group

(4) Drag thisway block to connect with start block. This block name will change to ab<< block. It means 
set the motor A and B to move forward direction. After that, drag and drop onfor block. Its name is 
changed to ab,onfor 10 block. The number is time of motor operation in 0.01 second unit. Double click 
to change the value to 200. It is equal 2 seconds.

(5) Drag thatway block to connect with ab,onfor 10 block. This block name will change to ab>> block. 
It means set the motor A and B to move backward direction. After that, drag and drop onfor block and 
change the time value to 200. 
(6) Turn-on power of i-BOX III. Download the code into the i-BOX III by clicking on the DOWNLOAD but-
ton. Wait for the downloading complete. Observe the DOWNLOAD button released.
(7) Press RUN button on the i-BOX III controller. 

The RUN green LED is on. Robot move forward 2 seconds following move backward 2 seconds and back 
to move forward again continue.  
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Robo-CIRCLE Speed behavior (1)

Robo-CIRCLE allows you to select different speed levels. The different speed means that the distance 
the robot moves is dependant on this and relative to the time taken as well.
Motor driving signal is PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation). If the width of signal more, means more voltage 
applied to motor. See the illustrate below.

(1) Connect i-BOX III controller to the computer.
(2) Open the Cricket Logo software.
(3) Create the logo code;  SpeedTest.lgo 

(4) Turn-on power of i-BOX III. Download the code 
into the i-BOX III by clicking on the DOWNLOAD 
button.
(5) Press RUN button on the i-BOX III controller. 
Observe the robot movement distance.
(6) Try to change the parameter of setpower  
command block from 1 to 8. Observe the robot 
movement speed of each value. 

Speed

Distance

Change value

Relation about speed and distance of the  
Robo-CIRCLE set power command operation

Speed testing Cricket Logo example code 
(SpeedTest.lgo)

The PWM signal of Robo-CIRCLE set power  
command operation

Program development steps with Cricket Logo
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Robo-CIRCLE Speed behavior (2)

(1) Connect the Robo-CIRCLE with computer. Open LogoBlocks software.
(2) Select Action group. 
(3) Drag setpower block to connect with start block.
(4) The setpower block will change to ab,pwr 1 block . It is set the slowest speed at level 1. 
(5) Drag onfor block drop to connect with ab,pwr 1 block. Double-click at number block to change 
value to 200 for setting time to 2 second. 

Program development steps with LogoBlocks

(6) Turn-on power of i-BOX III. Download the code into the i-BOX III by clicking on the DOWNLOAD button. 
Wait for the downloading complete. 
(7) Press RUN button on the i-BOX III controller and measures the distance of robot movement.
(8) Change the number of ab,pwr 1 block from 2 to 8 and test operation. Compare the robot movement 
of each speed.

Note : Default value of setpower 
command is 4 or Normal.
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By changing the individual power of each of the 
motors to different levels, this will cause the speed of 
the individual motors to move at a different speed.
In this way, the Robot will be traveling round in  
circles.

(1) Connect i-BOX III controller to the computer.
(2) Open the Cricket Logo software.
(3) Create the logo code; CircleMove.lgo 

(1) Connect the Robo-CIRCLE with computer. 
(2) Open LogoBlocks software. Select Action group. 
(3) Drag and drop the command block to create 
the code following the code below.

(4) Save to CircleMove.lbk 
(5) Turn-on power of i-BOX III. Download the code.
(6) Press RUN button on the i-BOX III controller.  
Observe the robot movement.

(4) Type in start on into the Run this box.
(5) Turn-on power of i-BOX III and download the 
code.
(6) Press RUN button on the i-BOX III controller.  
Observe the robot movement.

Robo-CIRCLE circle movement

Motor A

Motor A

Motor B

Motor B

Program development steps with 
Cricket Logo

Program development steps with 
LogoBlocks

Circle movement Cricket Logo example code 
(CircleMove.lgo)

Circle movement LogoBlocks example code 
(CircleMove.lbk)
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There are 2 kinds of turning that your robot can maneuver.

Robo-CIRCLE turning movement

How to change direction ?

1. A curve like turn : The curve turn usually comprises 
of one motor stop and the other move.

2. A pivot like turn : The pivot turn on the other 
hand turns on its spot but this requires an opposite  
direction on both wheels at the same power level.

Turning point : the wheel is fixed

Speed : Normal and friction is happened at turning point Turning point : between both wheels

Speed : 2 times of normal and no friction at turning point

Motor A 
turning point Motor A forward

Motor B backward
Turning point

Motor B

Testing code Testing code 
for Cricket Logo for Cricket Logo

for LogoBlocks for LogoBlocks

Turning movement Cricket Logo example code 
(SingleTurn.lgo)

Pivot like turning Cricket Logo example code 
(DoubleTurn.lgo)

Turning movement LogoBlocks example code 
(SingleTurn.lbk)

Pivot like turning LogoBlocks example code 
(DoubleTurn.lbk)

Turn left
Motor A forward
Motor B backward

Invert motor direction
Turn right
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Robo-CIRCLE with 90 degree turning 

Demonstrate the special robot movement as square shape. For this movement, the 
time of turning is main factor. Each robot may be requires the different value.  

Code operation :
The code runs continuous. It starts with control 
robot to move forward 2 seconds. Next, turn left 
with 0.4 second. It causes the robot turn 90 de-
grees. After that, move forward 2 seconds. 

90-degree Turning movement Cricket Logo 
example code (90Turn.lgo)

90-degree Turning movement LogoBlocks ex-
ample code (90Turn.lbk)
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Robo-CIRCLE with Touch sensor

Must make 2 sets.
Touch sensor installation

Example code

LED indicator

3x10mm. screw

Right-angle joiner

3mm. nut

Switch/Touch sensor

Straight joiner

Set the sound frequency Set the sound frequency

Set the sound frequency

Set the sound frequency

Left touch sensor 
(connect with IN0)

Right touch sensor 
(conenct with IN1)

IN0 port

IN1 port

Obtuse joiner

Create the code to test the switch operation. Press the switch on the left or right. 
Robot will drive sound with different frequency.

Touch sensor testing Cricket Logo 
example code (SwitchTest.lgo)

Touch sensor testing LogoBlocks example code 
(SwitchTest.lbk)
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Robo-CIRCLE object avoiding

This is an example of a Robo-CIRCLE to 
allow both of its touch sensors to detect 
obstacles in front of them if encountered. 

Prepare the test area by placing obstacles wherever you want.
Then put the robot on the floor and turn on the power switch and press the RUN 
switch. Observe its movements.

Bumper robot will move forward until it encounters with any obstacle. If any obstacles 
are encountered on the left, the robot will move backwards , rotate right and move 
forward to continue its movement. If any obstacles are encountered on the right, the 
robot will move backwards , rotate left and move forward to continue.

Object avoiding Cricket Logo example code 
(Bumper.lgo)

Movement pattern of Left avoiding Movement pattern of Right avoiding

Object avoiding LogoBlocks example code 
(Bumper.lbk)

Testing
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Light sensor introduction (1)

Introduction to LDR : the photoresistor
LDR is made from a chemical compound called cadmium sulfide (CdS). This compound 
changes resistance depending on how bright the light is that shines on its collecting surface. 
Bright light causes low resistance values between the two leads while dim light causes higher 
resistance values.

The Light Sensor has 2 main components, the Wire output and LDR. This module senses LIGHT 
densities and returns values to the i-BOX. This can be plugged into SENSOR0 to SENSOR3 of the 
i-BOX. If there are more lights, output will be high in value and vise versa for low levels of lights.

LDR configuration

Signal connector

LDR 

LDR  symbol
Measure LDR resistance 

when light detected 
Measure LDR resistance 
when no light detected

Light sensor

Light sensor circuit board Light sensor schematic diagram
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Light sensor introduction (2)

Calculation

Reading with i-BOX

Please refer to the Light sensor schematic, it is a voltage divider circuit. You can calculate to 
find relation between LDR resistance and Output voltage. The supply voltage or +V is +5V. The 
formula can shown below :

i-BOX has a 10-bit analog to digital converter (ADC). It can read 0 to 5Vdc and convert it to 
data 0 to 1,023. Thus, you can calculate the data that i-BOX reads following this formula below :

Light sensor is an analog sensor type. 
Interface with i-BOX can connect to 
any SENSOR0 to SENSOR3 ports.

Example : If LDR resistance is equal 4.7kW

Example : If Light sensor voltage is equal 2.5V

Output voltage =

Reading data = 

Reading data = Value is integer only

Output voltage =

x 5V

x 5V = 2.5V

 R1

 1023 x Light sensor voltage

  1023 x 2.5    = 512

4700

LDR resistance + R1

5V

5

4700 + 4700
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Light-controlled Robo-CIRCLE (1)

Light sensor installation

Reading light sensor data to computer

Result

Create the code to test the light sensor operation. After downloading still connect the  
computer cable during testing the operation. 

Must make 2 sets.

3x10mm. screw

3mm. spacer

LDR the light sensing device

Right-angle joiner

Change number of 
sensor port to SENSOR1

Change number of sensor port to SENSOR1

Open the Cricket monitor box to see the result

Observe the result 
at Cricket monitor

Large value Small value

High light density Low light density

Right-angle joiner

Light sensor Right light sensor connect to SENSOR0
Left light sensor connect to SENSOR1

3mm. nut

Obtuse joiner

Light sensor testing Cricket Logo example code 
(Light.lgo)

Light sensor testing LogoBlocks example code 
(Light.lbk)
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Light-controlled Robo-CIRCLE (2)

Concept

Working flowchart

Robo-CIRCLE reads both light sensor’s data and stores for comparison. The robot will move 
following the higher value from the sensor.

Left light sensor detects 
more light density

Both sensors detect similar

Start

Move forward

Move to left

Move forward

Move to right 

Left is more than Right is more than

Equal

Detect light density 
and compare

Right light sensor detects 
more light density
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Light-controlled Robo-CIRCLE (3)

Example code

The demonstration code will read both sensor’s data and keep for reference in ldr0 and ldr1 
variable. After that, loops to read the current sensor’s data and compare with the reference 
value. Which sensor’s data is more than reference, robot will move to that direction.

Light-controlled robot Cricket Logo 
example code (LightMove.lgo)

Light-controlled robot LogoBlocks example 
code (LightMove.lbk)

Created from

Testing

(1) Place the robot on the dark area
(2) Press RUN switch at the robot. It reads the current sensor data and keeps for reference. 
(3) Turn-on the lamp and shine to one side of the light sensor.

Your robot will move follow the light source.
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TCRT5000 Infrared reflector module

Infrared reflector sensor 
schematic diagram

Characteristic graph of 
TCRT5000 module
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Infrared reflector sensor circuit board

Photo-transistor
Photo-transistor

Infrared LED

Infrared LED

Signal connector

How it work ? 
The Infrared Reflector consist of 2 parts, the Emitter and the Detector. This simple circuit shows 
how it functions. It shoots out an LED light and bounces off the surface which in turns returns 
back to the detector processing and then giving a digital data value back to the i-BOX it is 
connected to.

The Infrared Reflector can act Analog sensor and Digital sensor. The suitable range detection 
is during 2 to 10mm. The best point is 3mm. (See the performance graph). The heart of this 
sensor is TCRT5000 Infrared reflector device. Output of this sensor can define 2 types. One is 
analog in DC voltage term. Range is 0 to 5V. If the photo-transistor within TCRT5000 can detect 
more infrared light density, it can conduct more. Output voltage go high. In the other hand, it 
can detect low light density. Output voltage will be low. Another type is Digital signal output. 
If sensor can detect more light density, It can send logic “1” to output and send logic “0” in 
case detect low light density.

Infrared reflector sensor introduction (1)
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Infrared reflector sensor installation

How to use Infrared reflector sensor  (1)

(1) Insert a 3x10mm. screw through the Infrared Reflector sensor, followed by a 3mm. spacer 
and a suitable hole at front of Robo-CIRCLE chasis. Tighten with 3mm. nut. Attach both side 
left and right.

(2) Connect the Left sensor to SENSOR2 of the i-BOX and connect the Right sensor to the  
SENSOR3 port.

3mm. nut
Robot chasis

3mm. spacer

3x10mm. screw

Infrared reflector sensor

SENSOR2 connector
SENSOR3 connector

Right Infrared reflector sensor

Left Infrared reflector sensor

Connect to SENSOR3 port

Connect to SENSOR2 port

Above the floor 5mm. maximum
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Testing

How to use Infrared reflector sensor  (2)

(1) Create the example code below and download to the robot. 

(2) Stiill connect the download cable with computer during testing the operation. Open the 
Cricket monitor to observe the result.

(3) Place robot on the white surface. Press the RUN switch of i-BOX controller. Read the sensor 
data from the Cricket Monitor and record. Next, change the surface color to black. Read the 
sensor data from the Cricket Monitor and record too.

(4) Get the results from step (3) to calculate the reference data for next activities.

Infrared reflector sensor testing example code 
for Cricket Logo (Reflect.lgo)

Infrared reflector sensor testing example code 
for LogoBlocks (Reflect.lbk)

For Cricket Logo; see the result at Cricket monitor For LogoBlocks; open the Cricket Monitor by  
selecting menu Projects > Cricket Monitor

Reference = White surface data + Black surface data
2

For example; White surface data is 900 and Black surface data is 100. 
The reference is equal   900+100/2 = 500.
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Testing

Black line detection

This is next activity of getting data from Infrared reflector sensor.  It is black line detection. 

(1) Make the testing field by using the 2-cm. width black tape. Attach for straight line on the 
white surface.
(2) Create the example code below and download to the robot. Remove the cable. 

Black line detection example code for  
Cricket Logo (LineBrake.lgo)

Black line detection example code for  
LogoBlocks (LineBrake.lbk)

Get value from the 
testing previous page.

SENSOR2

Get value from the 
testing previous page.

(3) Place robot far from the black tape 1 metre and set the front of robot (sensor attaching 
side) to follows the black line.

(4) Press the RUN switch of i-BOX III. Robo-CIRCLE moves forward and stop on the black line 
and drive the sound at once.
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Testing

White line detection

This activity is applied from the previous activity. Change from detect the black line to white line.  

(1) Make the testing field by using the 2-cm. width white color tape. Attach for straight line on 
the black surface.
(2) Create the example code below and download to the robot. Remove the cable. 

(3) Place robot far from the white tape about 1 metre and set the front of robot (sensor  
attaching side) to the white line.

(4) Press the RUN switch of i-BOX III. Robo-CIRCLE moves forward and stop on the white line 
and drive the sound at once.

White line detection example code for 
Cricket Logo (WhiteLineBrake.lgo)

White line detection example code for 
LogoBlocks (WhiteLineBrake.lbk)

Get value from 
the testing page 37.

Get value from 
the testing page 37.

SENSOR2
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Conditions

Robo-CIRCLE moves in the lane

This activity is one of Infrared reflector sensor application. Use 2 sensors for detecting the 
black border. Robot moves within the lane.   

This activity has 3 conditions : 
 1. Both sensors detect the white surface; robot moves forward.
 2. Only the left sensor detects the black border; robot turns right.
 3. Only the right sensor detects the black border; robot turns left.

(1) Create the code above and download to Robo-CIRCLE. 
(2) Make the demonstration lane following the picture on the right.
(3) Place robot at START point. Press the RUN switch of i-BOX III. 

Tracking lane example code for Cricket Logo  
(Tracklane.lgo)

Tracking lane example code for LogoBlocks 
(Tracklane.lbk)

Testing

Robo-CIRCLE moves forward and changes direction when detect the black border. 
Robot moves within the lane to FINISH point. 
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Tools & Materials

Procedure

More example of the line tracking field

Making the line tracking field

(1) Clean the PP board. Sketch the line with pencil 

(2) Stick the black tape following line sketched. The example simple line tracking field is 
shown below.

 In robot challenges, the line tracking field is more complex. Some example is shown as  
follows :

Cutter

2cm. or 1-inches width 
black tape (3M brand  
is recommended) Pencil

White polypropylene board (PP board) 
60 x 90cm. or bigger 
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Line tracking without junction

Line tracking scenario

(1) Clean the PP board. Sketch the line with pencil 

(1) Both sensors read values that are white : The robot will move forward. Thus, this program is 
written so that the robot moves forward normally.
 (2) The left sensor detects the black line : This occurs when the robot is slightly turned to the 
right. Thus, the program is written for the robot to move back left to resume its normal path.
 (3) The right  sensor detects the black line : This occurs when the robot is slightly turned 
to the left. Thus, the program is written for the robot to move back to the right to resume its 
normal path.

You can improve the Robo-CIRCLE robot so that it moves 
along the black line and detects the junction or line with 
the same 2 sensors. 
When the robot moves to the black line T junction , both 
sensors will detect the black line. You must add the  
program for supporting this scenario. 

Line tracking with junction
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Robo-CIRCLE Line tracking (1)

Activity procedure

(1) From the testing Infrared reflector sensor activity, you can get the reference data for 
making decision about line tracking.  It is equal 500. You can use this value to create the Line 
tracking code below.

(2) Download the code to the robot. Place robot over the black line in the field. 
(3) Press the RUN switch of i-BOX III. 

Line tracking example code for Cricket Logo 
(TrackLine.lgo)

Line tracking example code for LogoBlocks 
(TrackLine.lbk)

Created from

Robo-CIRCLE moves along the black line.
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Robo-CIRCLE Line tracking (2)

Line tracking with junction detection

The previous activity demonstrates the line tracking without junction detection. You can add 
some code to improve for detect the T junction. 

(1) Add the junction on your line tracking field by sticking the black tape cross the line.  
You can add number of T junction as you want. 
(2) Create the code above and download to the robot. 
(3) Place robot over the black line in the field. 
(4) Press the RUN switch of i-BOX III. 

Line tracking with junction detection example 
code for LogoBlocks (CrossLine.lbk)

Line tracking with junction detection example 
code for Cricket Logo (CrossLine.lgo)

Created from

Robo-CIRCLE moves along the black line and drive 
a beep when detect the T junction.
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Robo-CIRCLE Edge detection (1)

Some of pervious acvities we used the infrared reflector sensors to detect the lines. Do you 
know these sensor able to do more ? This activity will show an activity about using infrared 
reflector sensors for surface detection to control the robot move on the table and not fall off 
the edge of the table !
(1) With a simple change of the position of the sensors and a simple program, you can adapt 
the Robo-CIRCLE to edge detection. Start assembling the mechanical parts place the  
sensors in the right position.
Attach the Infrared reflector with 5-hole straight joiner by using spacer, 3x10mm. screw and 
3mm. nut. Make 2 sets.

(2) Fix both sensors structures from step (1) at the front of robot chasis followign the  
picture below. Connect the left sensor cable to SENSOR2 port and connect the right sensor to  
SENSOR3 port.

3mm. nut

5-hole Straight joiner

3mm. spacer

3x10mm. screw.
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Robo-CIRCLE Edge detection (2)

This activity demonstrates this interesting behavior; Robo-CIRCLE moves on the table and 
never drop off from the table. By using 2 of infrared reflectors that are fixed at the front of 
robot, you can detect the outer area of the table. It’s similar to line tracking code. If sensors 
detect the surface, they will give a higher data. Once the sensors are out of the table, there 
is no infrared ray reflected from the surface to sensor and thus the return value from  sensor 
will be low or near zero.
 You can use this behavior to make the code to control the Robo-CIRCLE robot to move on 
the table and detect the table’s edge.
(3) Create the code below and download to the robot. 

Edge detection example code for Cricket Logo 
(TrackArea.lgo)

Edge detection example code for LogoBlocks 
(TrackArea.lbk)

(4) Place robot on the table. Press the RUN switch of i-BOX III.

Robo-CIRCLE moves forward until the sensor out from the table’s edge.  If the left  
sensor is out from table’s edge; robot moves backward and spins right with 0.1 to 2.55 
second depends on random then moves forward again.  If the right sensor is out from 
table’s edge; robot moves backward and spins left then moves forward again.
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Part list

SENSORS :                                                                                                          

Download cable : UCON-200 
USB port interface cable for    
i-BOX3S controller board

ZX-LED x 2

120:1 DC motor gearbox 
with mounting x 2

Obtuse joiner x 10
Straight joiner x 10
Right angle joiner x 10

80x60mm. grid plate 

12-hole straight joiner x 4

3x10mm. screw x 30

3x25mm. screw x 4
3mm. nut x 30

3x8mm. flat-head screw x 

3x12mm. f at-head screw x 4

5-hole straight joiner x 4
3-hole straight joiner x 4

80x80mm. grid plate Plastic spacer packs 

Circle wheel with tire x 2
Box holder

3x33mm.  
metal spacer x 2

ZX-01 Switch/Touch  sensor x 2
ZX-02 Light sensor x 2 

Circle chasisController board

ZX-03  Infrared ref ector x 2

MECHANICAL PARTS :                                                                                                          
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